Abnormal-becoming-normal?:
Portrayal of disability in children’s rehabilitation textbooks and practices
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E.g: Kids want reassurance that their
choices are supported, regardless of the
limitations their bodies pose to them.
Consider the following excerpts…
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Aim: Explore how childhood
disability is understood and
addressed in children’s rehab
textbooks and practices for
children with Duchenne
muscular dystrophy (DMD). 1

PT: “If guys don’t wear their AFOs
their legs will turn, their feet will
point and won’t sit flat.” …
Kyle (11): “It doesn’t matter if it
happens. I’m just asking why I need
to wear them cuz I won’t be able to
walk.”
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Option A

Option B

Rishi (15) said he wants to study ECE at
college but he’s unsure he could handle
the physical aspects of working with kids
He knows he won’t be able to do
everything later on and wanted to ensure
he had options.
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In clinic, clinicians, children/youth, and their
families creatively navigate complex issues
which disrupts and challenges the
representations in the textbooks.
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Qualitative Methods: Discourse
analysis of 8 children’s rehab
textbooks and observational data of
neuromuscular clinic appointments
(n=44) with children/youth with DMD
to interpret language and highlight
taken-for-granted assumptions.
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The assumption that pursuing normality
necessarily translates to living a better life,
limits our ability to think about other ways to
live well. It’s important to critically explore
the bad effects of good intentions.
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The textbooks understand disability
through the discourse of ‘normal
development’ and portray children/youth
with disabilities as abnormal-becomingnormal.
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There needs to be ongoing conversations
amongst rehab professionals, regarding how to
accept difference as the default human
condition, and to find other ways to help kids
live meaningful lives.
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